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Abstract. The comparable feature analysis of NAMD and GROMACS molecular dynamics packages has been done. The benchmarks of 72 and 128 Dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC)/water have been constructed using a cluster (3GHz-Xeon processors and Myrinet network) and the comparison has been performed using GROMOS87
and CHARMM27 force fields modified for lipids with GROMACS and NAMD software
packages, respectively. The GROMACS has been displayed as faster than NAMD, likely
due to united-atom character of GROMACS and good implementation features. The
GROMACS reaches saturation and goes to the worst results, the reason of which is that
the program spends more time on communications between processors.
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1

Introduction

The usage of Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation in phospholipid bilayers, the main
structural elements of cell membranes, makes it possible to study the physical and chemical
processes inside of a bilayer and follow directly the conformational changes, to measure all
the parameters and compare with the experimental findings. For this reason, any software
package, which in a manner regards to the biophysical problems, namely to phospholipid
membranes, are of a great interest. There are a lot of famous MD software packages, such
as GROMACS [1,2], NAMD [3], CHARMM [4], AMBER [5], TINKER [6], and a lot of
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different force fields modified for various systems are developed. It is reasonable to divide existing software packages into 2 major categories: (i) Computational (ii) 2D and 3D
Construction. Computational software packages include molecular mechanics using various force fields, as well as semi-empirical and ab initio quantum mechanical calculations,
such as GAMESS [7], MOPAC [8], GAUSSIAN [9], etc. In addition to calculation tools,
in many cases the packages include also constructions, visualization and some drawing
tools, being multi-purpose packages. Most of them are designed to be run generally under
Unix/Linux platform, although, the Windows platform based computational softwares are
also available, like HyperChem [Hypercube, Inc], etc. As for the visualization software,
it should be noted that there are widely-used, free packages, like Rasmol and VMD [10].
These are programs for displaying, animating and analyzing large bio-systems by means of
3D graphics and scripting. The VMD code is an excellent tool, especially for lipid bilayer
assemblies, which provides a wide collection of various methods for rendering, and even
MD trajectory analyzing tools are already developed.
Thus, a great deal of progress has been made in the past decade, from the software point
view. The purpose of the present research is a comparison of features of such known MD
software packages, as NAMD and GROMACS, which are aimed at the high performance
simulation with parallel support.

2

Results and discussion

Some comparison of the software properties is presented in Table 1. The main difference is
surely the implementation type and force fields. There are also great differences in case of
parallel running. As GROMACS developers claim “fastest MD” in some manner according
to our calculations, GROMACS is certainly faster than NAMD; however, the latter scales
well in parallel performances [11]. GROMACS offers a lot of analysis module, whereas
NAMD has almost no standard tools for analysis, which indeed creates some additional
troubles for users having no programming facilities.
The GROMACS uses the GROMOS force field and their modifications, and NAMD
has an ability to work with CHARMM, X-PLOR, AMBER and even GROMACS force
fields. As far as the GROMACS and AMBER force fields support is concerned, it has
some major difficulties and practically it is impossible to launch NAMD with GROMACS
force field, e.g. to deal with lipids. The main problem is the restrictions, i.e. NAMD
does not support many specific tools and configuration options, such as GROMACS pairs
section, exclusions, all types of bond potentials, which exist in GROMACS, etc., although
NAMD developers have pointed out that only GROMACS topology (.top) and coordinate
(.gro) files are needed.
The GROMACS performs the energy minimization by means of two various methods: steepest descent and conjugate gradient (Polak-Ribiere) methods. The NAMD offers
only one standard method for energy minimization (efficient conjugate gradient, which is
claimed a faster minimizer algorithm based on the conjugate gradient method).
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Table 1: Comparison of NAMD and GROMACS properties.
Comparison of features
Supported force fields

GROMACS
GROMOS and all modifications

Long-range electrostatics

Classic Ewald summation, PME,
PPPM, User defined and Cut-off

van der Waals interaction
Molecular Dynamics
Simulation options

LJ (Cut-off, shift and switch)
Energy minimization (Steepest
Descent, Conjugate Gradient),
Shell MD, Constant Energy/
Temperature/Pressure, PBC

Analysis toolkits
Constrain algorithms
Input/Output
Temperature control
Pressure control
Multiple time step
Others

Scripting
Running Platforms

About 20 tools
LINCS, SHAKE
.gro .pdb /.trr .trj
Berendsen, Nose-Hoover
Berendsen,
Parrinello-Rahman
No
NMR Refinement, Free energy
perturbation, Electric Fields,
Long range dispersion Corrections
for Energy and Pressure,
User defined things
No
Windows, Linux, Mac OS X,
and other UNIX platforms

NAMD
CHARMM, AMBER, X-PLOR,
GROMACS
PME, FMA (DPMTA, no longer
included in released binaries),
Full direct and Cut-off
LJ (Cut-off, shift and switch)
Energy minimization (Conjugate
Gradient), Constant Energy/
Temperature/Pressure Dynamics,
PBC, SMD(Steered MD),
IMD(Interactive MD),
Free energy calculation
No standard tools
SHAKE, SETTLE (for waters)
.pdb .psf / .dcd
Langevin dynamics
Berendsen,
Nose-Hoover Langevin Piston
Yes
Fixed atoms, rigid water,
temperature coupling, velocity
rescaling and reassignment,
harmonic restraints,
External Electric Fields
Tcl based scripting Interface
Windows, Linux, Mac OS X,
and other UNIX platforms

In general, the concept of energy minimization is rather comprehensive, i. e. the potential function has a global minimum and a very large number of local minima, where
all potential energy derivatives are zero with respect to the coordinates and the second
derivatives are nonnegative. So, there is no minimization method implemented in the
both software packages that finds the global minimum and that is surely only the nearest
local minima. If there is really a need to reach the global minimum, it is recommended
to try the so called “simulated annealing” (SA) (to do MD simulation repeatedly at a
high temperature for a certain time and then to cool slowly to the required temperature).
Although the SA is not fully certified to get a global minimum, however, this algorithm
is an efficient technique to find the minimum energy configuration of the system [12].
In both packages, the SA is implemented: in a simple way into GROMACS and using
reassignTemp, rescaleTemp and langevinTemp commands in NAMD.
As an MD program GROMACS uses a Verlet integration scheme - so-called leap-frog
(coordinates and velocities are leaping like frogs over each others back) algorithm [13] for
the integration of the equation of motion (third-order in r and time-reversible).
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The input and output requirements are the following: GROMACS uses ASCII .gro as
input coordinate and velocity file and .top as an input topology and structure file. The .gro
format has an ASCII character and includes the atom and residue names, coordinates
and velocities (almost same as in .pdb format). The force fields have .itp file format.
The outputs include the same .gro final configuration and also the velocities and the
binary .trr /.xtc trajectory file. According to our calculation (same conditions), the size
of .trr dynamics file is small than NAMD .dcd file. The problem is that NAMD takes into
account also the hydrogen atoms and writes down the additional information concerning
the hydrogen velocities and coordinates.
The input formats of NAMD include the well-known ASCII .pdb (Protein Data Bank)
format as a coordinate file and .psf as a structure file. The outputs are .coor (exactly the
same as .pdb), a file for final coordinate, and .vel file for final velocity. The output also
includes a binary .dcd trajectory file.
There are certainly almost no differences between both input/output formats, and it
should be noted that there are modules for the generation of structure file and convert
well-known pdb to their own formats. The structure generations can be realized by means
of psfgen built on a Tcl interpreter (NAMD) and pdb2gro (GROMACS) modules.
The basic units describing the system are almost the same in both packages in spite
of some units are different (e.g. NAMD uses Angstroms for lengths and GROMACS nanometer).
The very useful simplistic multiple timestep integration algorithm is implemented only
in NAMD, which reduces the cost of computation making it possible to employ an intermediate timestep for short-range non-bonded interactions, while performing only bonded
interaction every timestep. The total force acting on each atom is broken into two pieces,
a quickly varying local component and a slower long-range component. The local force
component consists of all bonded and van der Waals interactions as well as that portion
of electrostatic interactions for pairs that are separated by less than the local interaction
distance determined by the splitting function. The long-range component consists only
of electrostatic interactions outside of the local interaction distance. Since the long-range
forces are slowly varying, they are not evaluated every timestep. This algorithm indeed
reduces the cost of computation.
The long-range dispersion corrections for energy and pressure are only implemented
in GROMACS as a module DispCorr (values: no, EnerPres or Ener), which is due to
the usage of a cut-off of Lennard Jones interactions. Moreover, it has been stated that
the long-range correction leads to the significant differences in the bilayer dimensions and
in the some structural parameters such as area per lipid and tails orientational order
(unpublished results).
It should be also mentioned that the both packages allow to integrate and test new algorithms and modules very easily, being designed in an object-oriented style. GROMACS
started out as a rewrite of the Fortran77-based GROMOS in the C programming language.
A lot of algorithmic optimizations have been introduced in the code. For instance, the
innermost loops are generated automatically at compile time, with optimizations adopted
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to target architecture. For x86 processors assembly loops using SSE and 3DNow! instructions are provided, resulting in exceptional performance on PC workstations. For Pentium
IV processors there are even SSE2 double precision assembly loops.
NAMD has been designed in an object-oriented with C++ language, using CHARM++
communication library. Both popular packages are distributed free of charge; they include
a source code and also are available in both Linux and Windows platforms.
As far the parallelization, GROMACS uses the traditional way of a parallel programming MPI-message passing, which divides the particles over the processors and made
possible by means of two pathways: spatial decomposition, which means that the program
splits the whole box into slabs and each slab goes to one processor, and particle decomposition - each processor allocates a number of particles. The GROMACS uses mixed
particle/domain decomposition. The dynamic components of NAMD are implemented
in the Charmm++ parallel language. Charm++ implements an object-based messagedriven execution model. In Charm++ applications, users decompose the problem into
objects, and since they decide the granularity of the objects, it is easier for them to generate parallelism. NAMD is parallelized using hybrid force/spatial decomposition, where
cubes, called patches, whose dimensions are slightly larger than the cutoff radius used,
and for each pair of neighboring cubes, we assign a non-bonded force computation object,
which can be independently mapped to any processor. The load balancer initially assigns
patches and during the simulation controls the loads and performs necessary corrections.
These combinations of force and decomposition allow large simulation to be efficiently
decomposed into hundreds of processors. Of course, these two pathways have their own
advantages and disadvantages.
Finally, the GROMACS 3.2.1 and NAMD 2.5 are compiled with gcc 3.2.2 with posix
threads on RedHat Linux 9 and the MPI library mpich-gm-1.2.5-12 was used.
The benchmark results presented in Fig. 1, 2, 3 and 4 show that there is a significant
difference between parallel behavior of NAMD and GROMACS. In Fig. 1 GROMACS the
parallel benchmark of fully hydrated 128 DPPC/water system has been demonstrated.
It is obvious, that with the increase of processors, the speed linear increases up to 16
processors (1 node = 2 processors) and the further increase of processors brings to the
saturation up to 24 processors. When the number of processors is more than 24, the speed
goes down, and in the case of 48 processors, it shows almost the same result as in the
case of 4 processors. The problem is that with the increase of processors, each patch takes
a small amount of atoms and spends more time on communications between processors.
In case of the fully hydrated 128 DPPC /water system with the total number of 17506
atoms, the optimal number of processors is 16-24 and it makes no sense, and even it is not
recommended, to increase the number of processors up to 24. The optimal result is 4ns
per day, which is surely very good one.
In Fig. 2 NAMD the parallel benchmark of fully hydrated 128 DPPC/water system
has been displayed. With the increasing of processors the speed increases linear and no
saturation is observed. The number of processors, which corresponds to the maximum
value, is 48 (about 1,7ns per day). While comparing with GROMACS results, the value
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Figure 1: GROMACS parallel benchmarks using fully
hydrated 128 DPPC/water system (united model)
with total number of 17506 atoms (typical configuration: PME for electrostatics and 1.2 nm for
Lennard-Jones interactions, NPT ensemble).
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Figure 2: NAMD parallel benchmarks using fully hydrated 128 DPPC/water system (all-atom) with total number of 27746 atoms (typical configuration:
PME for electrostatics and 1.2 nm for Lennard-Jones
interactions, NPT ensemble).

of GROMACS benchmark, in the case of 16-20 processors, is twice of NAMD value for
48 processors. Of course, the first problem is the united-atom character of GROMACS
force field, which reduces number of atoms per lipid from 130 to 50. Actually, GROMACS
analyses 17506 atoms, while the same in NAMD is 27546. In this regards we decreased
the number of lipid in order to get almost the same number of atoms, and in the case
of fully hydrated 72 DPPC/water, the number of atoms is almost the same. In Fig. 3
NAMD parallel benchmark using above mentioned system with a total number of 16539
atoms is shown. The estimated results demonstrate that GROMACS values are more
efficient for an equal number of atoms. However, while decreasing the number of lipids the
NAMD demonstrates a tendency to speed up the calculation and get the maximum value
of about 2,25 ns per day. The equalizing of the number of atoms indeed does not lead to
significant changes. The reason is the non-equal number of pairs of atoms and therefore,
the next step is the estimation of the benchmark of 128DPPC/water with united atom
character. In Fig. 4 NAMD the parallel benchmark of 128DPPC/water system is shown.
In the case of 48 processors the value increases up to 4ns per day. Thus, by applying the
united atom model, the calculation speeds up by about a factor of two. In addition, the
implementation of multiple timestep integration does not give any major changes in our
benchmark results, although some small deviation has appeared (data not shown).
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Figure 3: NAMD parallel benchmarks using fully hydrated 72 DPPC/water system (all-atom) with total
number of 16539 atoms (typical configuration: PME
for electrostatics and 1.2 nm for Lennard-Jones interactions, NPT ensemble).

Figure 4: NAMD parallel benchmarks using fully hydrated 128 DPPC/water system (united atom) with
total number of 17506 atoms (typical configuration:
PME for electrostatics and 1.2 nm for Lennard-Jones
interactions, NPT ensemble).

Thus, it is very difficult to give preference to a particular package for the general case,
but it is possible to evaluate the packages for specific cases. It can be stated that the
GROMACS still remains a packages of choice for long-time simulations of large systems,
which is significantly faster than NAMD for large systems due to the united atom character. On the other hand, the NAMD is more suitable for simulations of relatively small
systems, using the all-atom model. In case of large clusters the NAMD is very efficient,
as it scales linearly even for small systems.
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